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GREAT DESTINATIONS

Do you have a goal you are

running towards or are you like

many who have no goals at all,

happy to drift through lives

without moving towards any

specific destination? Now,

though it's true you have time

and you are young; the fact is

you don't. Time has a way of

flying quickly as you grow

older, you probably are aware

how times goes quickly

compare to when you were,

well a kid. That is why you

cannot afford not to set goals,

and run towards it.

For many, it's easier to make

excuses about various

obstacles preventing you from

setting those goals and

running towards it. Truth is you

can make excuses or you can

set goals, you can't do both!

We have seen over and over

again how history tells us

about how someone from

obscure and poor background

rise to prominence and

abundance in life. Their

situation might be worse than

yours or not, but they ran

towards the goals of success

that they set for their lives. 

They saw a great destination

and moved towards it and did

not stop until they got there.

An example is a man called

Joseph in the Bible (Genesis

37) who had a dream of future

greatness, and was hated by his

brothers who sold him into

slavery when he was sent to

them by their Father to check

on their well bring and their

flocks in the wilderness.

Joseph ended up in Egypt sold

as a slave to Potiphar, captain of

the guard of Pharaoh the King

of Egypt. (Genesis 39) That's

enough to make many give up,

but not Joseph. Despite being a

slave, his faith in God propelled

him to be excellent at what he

did. He ended up being

entrusted by his master, to be in

charge of his house and

business, until Potiphar's wife

lied against him when he

refused her seduction to

commit adultery because he

does not want to sin against

God. Potiphar believed his

wife's lies and put Joseph into

prison but Joseph did not give

up! His faith in God's covenant

in His life and his dream was

alive, despite being in prison. It

looks like he will perish there,

he did not give up. God gave

him favour that the warden of

the prison put Joseph, a

prisoner in charge of other

prisoners in the prison! 
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According to Wikipedia,
a news article discusses
current or recent news
of either general
interest or of a specific
topic. Political or trade
news magazines.

Quoted references can also be helpful.
References to people can also be made
through the written accounts of interviews
and debates confirming the factuality of the
writer’s information and his reliability.
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He was there until Pharaoh had a

dream that will affect the world's

economy and nobody could

interpret it, but his cupbearer

remembered Joseph who

interpreted his dream for him when

he was in prison and told Pharaoh.

Pharaoh sent for Joseph. Joseph

interpreted the God showed

Pharaoh that there is coming seven

years of abundance and seven

years of famine. He gave Pharaoh a

simple plan to maximise the seven

years of abundance by storing 20%

of their harvests during plenty for

use during the famine. Joseph left

the prison a prisoner and ended up

being made the Prime minister of

Egypt that same day! Great

destination might look like

overnight arrival but for Joseph it

wasn't. It won't be for you as well so

don't give up. Keep your faith in

God and run towards your goal to

obtain it like Paul said ''Do you not

know that in a race all the runners

run, but only one receives the

prize? So, run that you may obtain

it'' 1 Corinthians 9:24
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S O L I D

 PRAY DAILY

 WORK HARD
WORK SMART

 ENJOY MOMENTS  SET GREAT GOALS

 TRY NEW THINGS

 CHOOSE GOOD
FRIENDS

 BE DETERMINED  BE RESPECTFUL

 STUDY THE WORD  MEDITATE


